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Abstract
This paper uses a rational choice framework to complement our understanding of the existing evidence and factors that are associated with obesity and happiness. Application of the rational choice model and the reinterpretation of the evidence allow for shedding light on the issues that escape researchers who only use psychosocial and sociodemographic factors for explaining obesity and happiness. The data analysis using a probabilistic model and a large nationally representative database show that higher income and more children, but not changes in the degree of obesity, are the significant and substantive contributors to happiness as defined by a satisfying relationship with a long-term spouse.
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Introduction
In the past, social norms and social exchange theories have successfully contributed to our understanding of the psychosocial and sociodemographic factors that are associated with weight, mental health, appearance, and marital satisfaction [1-9]. These theories and subsequent findings have provided the foundation for significant behavioral, policy and medical interventions to improve marital satisfaction [5, 10]. While, social norm theory postulates on benefits of conformity and costs of non-conformity as drivers of action, social exchange theory rests on subjective cost-benefit analysis by rational actors. Despite these contributions, less attention has been paid to the ability of rational choice theory to incorporate mental health (or a state of depression), consumption, and the underlying economic environment. In this paper, we use a rational choice framework to complement the existing literature and provide an alternative interpretation of the data, thus, fill the existing void.

A Rational Choice Model
A rational choice approach posits that an individual maximizes satisfaction or utility $U$ subject to her limited resources. Given our intended analysis, we introduce a stress indicator $Z$ with a threshold $Z^*$ beyond which a woman is able to choose a consumption level $C$ that maximizes her marital satisfaction $U$. Let’s assume that consumption level $C_N$ does not influence her body weight $W$, while $C_O$ does. Moreover, assume that body $W$ deceases if she consumes $C_O$ and that, $W$ also depends on her stress level $Z$. While facing an income level $I$, stress level $Z$, and prices $P_N$ for $C_N$ and $P_O$ for $C_O$, she maximizes her utility $U > Z^*$, which depends on $C_N$, $C_O$, $W$ and $Z$. That is,

$$\text{Max } U = U [C_N, W, Z]$$

Given
\[ W = W(C, Z) \]

and

\[ I = P_{\text{N}}C_{\text{N}} + P_{\text{O}}C_{\text{O}} \]

In the above, \( a \) priori, \( \partial U/\partial C_n > 0, \partial U/\partial C_n < 0, \partial U/\partial W < 0, \partial U/\partial Z < 0, \partial W/\partial C_n < 0, \partial U/\partial Z > 0 \). This utility maximization yields consumption levels that are increasing functions of income, i.e., \( \partial C_n/\partial l > 0 \) and \( \partial C_n/\partial l > 0 \). This framework shows that, while higher weight reduces our economic agent’s marital satisfaction \( \partial U/\partial W < 0 \), her utility \( U = U(C_n(l), W(C_n(l), Z), Z) \) still remains as a rising function of income \( I \). This clearly implies that, income is the most crucial determinant of marital satisfaction. Thus, empirical models that exclude economics factors (income) are subject to misspecification bias and may indeed yield inconsistent estimates if income is correlated with other included factors (e.g., sociodemographic or psychosocial factors).

In addition to the implications of our rational choice framework, we also examine how increasing costs in a relationship affects marital dissatisfaction. While social norms theory explains the social significance of each variable in our analysis, marital exchange theory explains the negative and positive attributes of each variable. In other words, these two models highlight different effects that the interplay of mental health, physical health and physical appearance has on marital dissatisfaction, thus, leading to different hypotheses concerning the direction of the relationships among the variables. The social norms model emphasizes societal roles (optimal roles of good health, low depression, and normal body weight) and predicts that those who deviate from them will experience a higher level of marital dissatisfaction. The marital exchange model predicts that women with higher depression levels \( Z^2 \), lower physical health and higher body weight will be less dissatisfied in their marriages because they will evaluate their lowered health as decreasing their options in the marriage market and will, thus, be happier with their current relationship. An intensifying effect is added to the already proposed hypotheses through the concept of interdependence of factors - if the mental health, physical health and physical appearance of the wife all decline, then her marital dissatisfaction will increase even more. Therefore, the social norms and marital exchange theories predict opposite effects—social norms theory predicts a negative effect, and marital exchange theory predicts a positive effect on marital happiness.

In this study marital dissatisfaction was conditioned on indicators that are captured by poor mental health, poor physical health and poor physical appearance. Mental health was defined as the wife’s level of depression, physical health as the wife’s rating of her own health status, and physical appearance as an equation of body weight and height (BMI). We also include an indicator for the economic variable of interest (income), and control for socio-demographic and other relevant independent variables.

**Marital dissatisfaction**

The dependent variable was measured by responses to the question “Now, I have some additional questions about your current relationship. Would you say that your marriage is...” The respondents were asked to choose “1” very happy, “2” fairly happy, or “3” not too happy. A coding value of “4” was added to the marital dissatisfaction scoring for those respondents who had divorced from 1992 to 2002, because they were defined as being extremely unhappy.

**Income**

Income per family was measured and reported in dollars. This variable was directly extracted from the NLSY79 dataset. The sources of income variables consist of both earned and unearned (received) income for the household.

**Physical health**

This was measured by the question, “Would you be limited in the kind or amount of work you could do on a job for pay because of your health,” to which respondents were asked to answer “1” yes, or “0” no.

**Mental health**

This was measured by the CES-D scale. The CES-D scale asks nine questions, asking respondents, “After each statement, please tell me how often you felt this way during the past week...I did not feel like eating, my appetite was poor; I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing; I felt depressed; I felt that everything I did was an effort; my sleep was restless; I felt sad. For each of the questions, respondents were asked to answer: “0” rarely, none of the time, one day; “1” some, a little of the time, 1-2 days; “2” occasionally, moderate amount of the time, 3-4 days; or “3” most, all of the time, 5-7 days. The responses to the nine questions were summed, with the index of depression being an individual’s total score, potentially ranging from 0-27. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for internal consistency in 1992 and in 2002 – both with high reliability (around 80% in both years).

**Methods**

This study was conducted using 2,279 and 1,831 observations from 1992 and 2002 rounds of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) 1979, which is a multi-stage, stratified random sample of the adults in the United States. Ideally we would have preferred to use both the husband’s and the wife’s measures of marital satisfaction or dissatisfaction in our study. However, only the wife’s marital satisfaction rating is available in NLSY. Despite this limitation, there have been some studies that have shown that information from wives is a better predictor of marital satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, than information from husbands [11].

Control variables

There were four control variables in this study: length of marriage, children, and race. These were directly extracted from the NLSY79 dataset.
Results

Using the 1992 and 2002 rounds of interviews from the NLSY79 dataset, the relationships between marital dissatisfaction, income, and mental health, physical health, and physical appearance were empirically examined. Either round of observations, 1992 or 2002, allows for preliminary testing of the stated hypotheses about the relationship between marital dissatisfaction and other variables on a cross sectional basis. Nonetheless, a stronger hypothesis-testing framework, which entails using the changes between 1992 and 2002 observations, was used to shed light on the hypothesized relationship between marital dissatisfaction and poor mental health, physical health, and physical appearance.

Descriptive Statistics

Tables 1 shows that, in 1992, majority of (80%=63%+17%) of married women rated their marriage as very happy or fairly happy. However, by 2002, a four percentage point decline in our indicator for the happily married women (76%=56%+20%) is observed. Our results support previous findings that showed marital satisfaction declines over a normal course in relationships [13]. Almost a quarter reported they were not happy at all with their marriage. By 2002, around 20% had gotten divorced. As one may expect, this was a few percentage point (3 percentage points) higher than that of 1992. The decline in marital happiness coincides with a large real decline in family income of around thirty percent during 1992-2002 periods---nominal income declined less than two percentage points. Nonetheless, over the 1992-2002 decade, women’s self-reported measure of mental health (CESD) became highly skewed to the left; i.e., suggesting becoming less depressed. This corresponds to tightening distribution of income during the same decade, since variations in family income (SD) declined by almost one-half (from 3,938.01 in 1992 to 1,859.94 in 2002). As one may expect, given the aging of respondents, our measure of physical health or physical limitation increased from 0.06 to 0.11, indicating worsening physical health of the respondents. Similarly, the obesity or being overweight also experienced a rising trend over 1992-2002. In particular, the women in our sample became more overweight over the 1992-2002 decade. According to the BMI indicator, the average women was fit in 1992 (BMI of 24.86), but not in 2002 (BMI of 26.73), which is considered to be in the “overweight” category. Over the decade, both the sample mean and the sample standard deviation increased. This support other findings that show weight gains over the life-course [2, 13].

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics: The National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY79)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>Std Dev.</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>Std Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marital Dissatisfaction</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very happy =1, =0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fairly happy =1, =0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not so happy =1, =0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extremely unhappy =1, =0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Health (limitation =1, =0 otherwise)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Overturning the Tyranny of Slenderness

Literature indicate that higher income individuals are less likely to be obese than lower income individuals. Lower income individuals are less able to adhere to societal norms of being thin based on the notion that one’s ability to control time, food quality, physical activity level, and stress levels are differentially associated with income. Since income can influence both body weight and marital satisfaction differently depending on the level of income, we use income variable to moderate the association between body weight and marital satisfaction. But, income also captures the most important contribution of the rational choice model to explaining happiness or satisfaction. Hence, income takes a direct role (beyond moderating impact) on happiness, thus, complementing psychosocial and sociodemographic explanations of marital happiness (or depression).

While marital exchange theory predicts that deterioration of the wife’s health (higher depression, lower physical health), and appearance (higher BMI) decrease her marital dissatisfaction, social norms theory predicts the opposite – deterioration of the wife’s mental health, physical health and/or physical appearance leads to an increase in her marital dissatisfaction. Hence, using ordered logistic regressions (OLR) marital dissatisfaction was modeled as a function of indicators for mental health, physical health and appearance, while controlling for certain other variables. The general model for this analysis could be summarized as:

Marital Dissatisfaction = f (poor physical health, poor mental health, poor physical appearance, other variables)

where, ‘other variables’ included household income, race, length of marriage and number of children. Inclusion of these auxiliary variables controls for other extraneous factors that could also influence marital dissatisfaction.

Since the influence of weight gain or weight loss (physical appearance) on marital dissatisfaction could be different if respondents are very thin or very obese, this model was augmented by including squared values of the indicator for physical appearance (BMI). Similarly, because the theories in this study suggest that mental health may have an asymmetric impact on marital dissatisfaction, squared values of the mental health (CESD) variable were also included in the empirical model to capture this possible impact. Inclusion of squared values of the underlying variables—those that are predicted by intuition or other theoretical analysis—allows the researchers to incorporate potential nonlinear (or asymmetric) impacts on the dependent variable. However, retaining such nonlinear factors in the model will also depend upon their statistical significance, or their contribution to predicting the dependent variable.
Our multivariate regression analysis (OLR) allowed for investigating the relationships between marital dissatisfaction and a number of indicators (above). For empirical implementation, marital dissatisfaction was coded from 1 to 4, where 1=very happy, 2=fairly happy, and 3=not too happy, and 4=extremely unhappy. Because of nonlinear influences on marital dissatisfaction from physical appearance and mental health, the quadratic transformations of BMI and CESD were also included in our model. Reported 1992 and 2002 OLR estimates in Table 2 associate mental health, physical health and physical appearance with marital dissatisfaction, while controlling for the number of children, income, race and length of marriage. Nonlinear terms for physical appearance and mental health and interaction terms for mental health, physical health and physical appearance, capture potential complexities in marital dissatisfaction. Estimates show that, while mental health and physical appearance are significantly associated with marital dissatisfaction, physical health is not. The estimated results show that, the BMI has a highly nonlinear association with marital dissatisfaction. For example, the nonlinearity of this association in captured by the estimates for 1992, where, the physical appearance appears to change sign while remaining statistically significant. Thus, our result overturn the “tyranny of slenderness” [14-17], which hypothesis that the obsession with slenderness influences self-control, social status, and femininity [17] and the stigmatization of obesity [3]. Our analysis for 1992, which also supported for 2002, indicates that marital dissatisfaction decrease by gaining weight when woman is very thin person (BMI <20). On the other hand, beyond BMI = 22, marital dissatisfaction will initiate an upward trend. An Ordinary Least Square regression of marital dissatisfaction (Y) on BMI and BMI^2 yields a relationship () that is captured in figure 1; thus, supporting the notion that the "tyranny of slenderness does not hold when complexities (nonlinearities) are taken into account. Our results (Table 2) also indicate that mental health (CESD) nonlinearly influences marital dissatisfaction. While mental health has an initial positive association with marital dissatisfaction (t=3.80, p<0.01), its rise leads to a negative association (t=-2.55, p<0.01) in this respect. This suggests mental health - marital dissatisfaction relationship is fairly complex. A rising CESD increases marital dissatisfaction to a point, at which, a decrease in marital dissatisfaction is observed. Over the course of 1992-2002, reported results in Table 2 also suggest that the number of children and length of marriage to negatively influence marital dissatisfaction. Specifically, while the length of marriage increases marital dissatisfaction in 1992, it decreases dissatisfaction a decade later (2002). This might be due to the fact that, couples with a higher marital satisfaction are those who stay together and, thus, are more represented in 2002 sample. However, self-identification of respondents with a minority group led to obtaining positive (negative) association with marital dissatisfaction (happiness).

### Table 2. Weighted Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) Estimates (Dependent Variable: Marital Dissatisfaction)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1992 (n = 2279)</th>
<th>2002 (n = 1829)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient Estimate</td>
<td>t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Appearance (BMI)</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td>-3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Appearance Squared (BMI)</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health (CESD)</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Squared (CESD^2)</td>
<td>-0.00**</td>
<td>-2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Health (CPH)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>-0.31**</td>
<td>-2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Marriage</td>
<td>0.07**</td>
<td>5.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (nonwhite=1)</td>
<td>1.16**</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESD<em>CPH</em>BMI</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESD*CPH</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>&lt;-0.01**</td>
<td>-2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%.

1992 sample size, n = 2279
2002 sample size, n = 1829
F-test for 1992: F (11, 2268) = 24.41, Prob > F = 0.00.
F-test for 2002: F (11, 1818) = 16.16, Prob > F = 0.00.

A critical component of economic way of thinking (rational choice) consists of the reaction of economic agents (in this case, women) to the underlying economic variables, e.g., income and prices. Our sample provides a valuable opportunity to investigate the impact of income on marital dissatisfaction. Table 2 shows that, for both 1992 and 2002, reaction of marital dissatisfaction to income supports the rational choice hypothesis, which underpins our model (the above optimization exercise). Estimated coefficients for income are negative and statistically significant for both 1992 and 2002 samples. This implies that the higher is the household income, the less dissatisfied are women with their marriages. Thus, our results provide strong evidence for supporting the rational choice approach to marital satisfaction or happiness.
Discussion

This paper develops and applies a rational choice framework model that complements the conventional analysis of the data for shedding light on the intricate issues that explain obesity and happiness (especially, marital satisfaction). The data analysis show that higher income and more children, but not changes in the degree of obesity, are the significant and substantive contributors to happiness as defined by a satisfying relationship with a long-term spouse. Additionally, this research sheds light on a number of interrelated issues that provide significant contrast with the past findings. While previous research has found that men place a great deal of importance on a woman’s body size and shape when they initiate romantic relationships [2, 18], the current study rejects this notion. Previous studies ascertain that married couples do not need to attract a partner, thus, do not feel obligated to control their eating and/or conduct exercises that would make them physically fit [2, 6]. This notion, a priori, point to significant estimates for the physical appearance in our analysis. However, recent research shows that medical interventions (bariatric surgery) that lead to reduced obesity and improved appearance still do not yield significant improvement in marital satisfaction [10]. This might be due to the fact that, after marriage changes in body weight have no effect on changes in marital dissatisfaction.

Conclusion

This paper uses a rational choice framework for further shedding light on the issues that escape researchers who only use psychosocial and sociodemographic factors for explaining obesity and happiness. The data analysis using a probabilistic model and a large nationally representative database show that higher income, years of marriage, and more children are substantive contributors to happiness as defined by a satisfying relationship with a long-term spouse.
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